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After Kayla had been beaten up, she continued to stay in the infirmary and did
not need to attend the military training. However, this also indicated that she had
failed the training and could only drop out if she were unable to be the top
student and obtain the national scholarship in the next four years.

Of course, the rich could choose to further their studies at a better university
abroad, but the fact that she was a Bayside University dropout in Cethos would
probably decrease her chances of getting accepted by an overseas university.

Without Kayla’s schemes, Sophia’s life in the barracks returned to its normal
peace. Besides, she was still the 49th Company’s backbone, and everyone
would listen to her orders whenever the commander was not around.

However, she felt that her life had become boring without the 24/7 companion of
a moody child.

Fortunately, she would still be able to meet him on campus once military training
ended.

On the seventeenth day of the training, a huge piece of news spread across the
barracks; the crew of the sci-fi movie ‘Doctor Invincible’ had decided to film at the
Audistin hunting ground beside their military base.

Hence, this year’s freshmen got themselves a steal because the leaders allowed
them to conduct their target practice at Audistin. Not only that, there was going to
be a meet-and-greet session for students to meet with the main actors.



The male lead and the second male lead of ‘Doctor Invincible’ were locals, and
they were even alumni of Bayside University—which meant that Taylor and Ethan
were their seniors!

“What?! Taylor is coming?”

“Oh my God, is this true?! I’m going to meet my hubby in person!”

“Am I about to finally meet Taylor?”

“Ethan is coming too?! Oh gosh, I’m so happy now!”

At night, the girls at the 49th Company’s female dormitory discussed this news,
and they were jumping with excitement.

However, Sophia was the only one who seemed disinterested.

Aren’t they just a bunch of actors? Do we really need to be so excited?

Since all of them are loaded with money, can’t they just meet with any actor they
desire?!

From what she heard, Taylor was a senior actor who had debuted more than 10
years ago. Despite being a domestically and internationally famous movie star,
he had been keeping a low profile and did not make appearances on any
entertainment shows, advertisements, or commercial performances. In short, he
was a really famous actor.

Since Sophia was not a fan of movies, she had no idea what Taylor looked like.
She only remembered the film where the person weirdly resembled Michael.

After turning around, she went to sleep…



The Audistin hunting ground was Bayside City’s largest upscale club franchise,
and it was the only one that had a real-life hunting ground in the capital.
Moreover, the hunting ground had a breathtaking scenery which preserved the
virgin forest as it was, attracting many production crews to film there.

Even though the crew was in a mountainous area now, it did not stop Harry from
playing his video games. Luckily, the hotel in Audistin was well equipped and had
a great Internet connection.

At that moment, Harry was completely immersed in gaming in his hotel room.
Since it was the start of a new school term, Sirius233 had been offline for a long
time.

Although Harry’s No.1 Beast of the Server had been downgraded to a smurf, his
wealth allowed him to upgrade this account by buying experience and gear
without hesitation. Hence, in just a few days, the No.1 Beast of the Server once
again became a threatening opponent and had everything under his control.

Unfortunately, his happy days ended abruptly because Sirius233 was online
again!

Sirius233 targeted Beast’s new faction all of a sudden, and the bloody history
between them was repeating itself.

At this moment, Beast’s faction was being slaughtered and its followers either
died or went offline. The No.1 Beast of the Server who had been arrogant was
now defeated and ruined once again.

Sirius233 seemed to be in a bad mood because he killed everyone he met in the
game. Over the last two days, he had killed more than ten factions and even
managed to kill half of the channel’s players within an hour!

It was finally the Beast’s turn now!



At this moment, Sirius233’s attacks were merciless and ruthless. Wherever he
passed by was ruined and destroyed, making the game look as though it had met
its doom. Not only had the paradise turned into ruins, but Sirius233 was even
cheating now.

Although the Beast was never his match in the first place, he could not even
escape by turning off his laptop because his account had been targeted by the
cheating Sirius.

Hence, he carried his laptop miserably and went to look for Michael, who was in
the next room.

“Father! Daddy! Help! This freak named Sirius is attacking me again!”

As he read the script for tomorrow’s scene, Michael glanced at the game lazily
and said, “Just let him kill you. He’s in a bad mood.”

Upon seeing that he was going to be defeated, Harry tried to defend himself
hurriedly. Unfortunately, he was not a match with the cheating Sirius!

“Ahh, I’m dying! Daddy, you can’t leave me to die! I’m calling you Daddy now!”

“His bad mood is none of my business. I’m in a bad mood too!”

Michael ignored him.

In the game, the Beast was caught by Sirius soon. Besides, Sirius seemed to
really be in a bad mood because he was deliberately venting his anger on him. At
this moment, he was using a weak knife to attack the Beast, so the Beast would
not die in a short time.

This was torturous!



Michael continued to read his script calmly as though he could not see Harry’s
current state in the game.

Meanwhile, Harry was making weird sounds while trying hard to defend himself
in the game. He was deliberately disturbing Michael from reading the script as he
did not help him with the game.

“Ah! Ah! Oh! Mm! Gentler, it’s painful!”

“Ahh! I’m dying! I’m dying!”

“I’m bleeding, I’m bleeding! Ah! Ahh! No, no!”

“Stop! Stop it!”

Although the hotel had a great soundproofing system, the slightly opened
windows and Harry’s loud voice made everyone hear Harry’s moans coming from
Michael’s room.

This made them think about the erotic stories about the duo on the Internet, and
everyone was grinning profoundly at the same time…

After half an hour of ‘moaning’, Harry was finally defeated in the game and he
scurried away with his laptop.

After Harry was out of Michael’s sight, he rubbed his temples and called a
number tiredly.

“Son, call me Daddy and I’ll let Gary bring you back.”

The next day, Sophia woke up early and went for training as usual. When the
morning training ended and everyone was about to leave, she suddenly caught
sight of an adorable girl with dimples walking toward them while holding a boy’s
hand.



Sophia was surprised and elated. “Nate!”

Nathan, who was in his military uniform and holding a small backpack, seemed to
be quite worn out by his journey. He finally had a faint smile on his face when he
saw Sophia, but he immediately regained his usual, serious composure.

Meanwhile, the girl with dimples was adorable and looked lively whenever she
smiled. She then brought Nathan to the 49th Company.

Commander Ford introduced them to everyone, “She’s a freshman from the 34th
Company, and she’ll be joining our training in the future.”

The girl greeted everyone, “Hello! You guys can call me Gem!”

When they were dismissed, Sophia quickly went to hug Nathan. Squeak. The toy
frog in his pocket even made a sound because she was hugging him tightly.

“Where have you been these few days? Why has your Dad allowed you to come
back? How are you? Are you okay?” Sophia asked anxiously after hugging him.

Nathan turned his face away and said succinctly, “He said that pesticides were
sprayed in the barracks and only let me return when the odor went away.”

However, Sophia knew that Michael had brought Nathan away because of the
accident.

Nathan continued to stay with Sophia while Gem also moved into the 49th
Company’s dormitory.

Since almost all of the girls in the 49th Company came from the same class, their
curiosity was piqued after seeing the sudden appearance of an outsider. Hence,
they started beating about the bush and asked her a few questions. In response,
Gem answered everything fluently. Nobody doubted her background anymore,
but Sophia knew that Gem was probably someone Michael sent over to take care
of Nathan.



Gem, Gem. Can she be the Gemma whom everyone has been talking about?


